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Where others just track...
we get it back!

Don’t become a victim, install SURE-TRACK. 
Buy now on-line or through our 

specialist dealer network.

COVERT TRACKING DEVICE

“We’ve used the tracking system created by 
Sure-Track to successfully recover plant

machinery that had been stolen and then
transported around the world”.

DC Vince Wise – Hampshire Police

“It’s certainly well worth having because it gives
you good peace of mind. I was extremely

pleased how my caravan was tracked and then
pinpointed within hours of being stolen”.

George Heath – Northampton

“Sure-Track have monitored our fleet since 2004
– over the last 5 years they have recovered

around £100,000 worth of equipment. We are
delighted with the service provided and value

the dedication of the Bureau team.”

Anita Tyler – MTS Bobcat
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Imagine the upset, administration, loss of revenue, high
insurance premium, worse still never seeing your pride and
joy again!

Livelihood or pride & joy...

...why risk losing it!

www.sure-track.co.uk

A small investment gains you unique membership and
support of the “secure and recover” team. Once alerted
to a theft our dedicated team of trained professionals
work 24/7 to track, secure and recover your property.
See www.sure-track.co.uk for details.

Sure-Track covert tracking device is wireless, has long battery
life and can be concealed almost anywhere within your asset.
Virtually undetectable, no wires or antennas to cut or
continuous signal to scan... your secret servant.

Where others just track...
we get it back!

Specifications:

No specialist installation required

Easily concealed

No external antenna

No wiring

3 year self powered battery

Low battery notification

Tamper alarm

24/7 Service & support

24/7 on-line tracking from your pc

Features:

As used by many UK police forces. Sure-Track technology is
now available to the general public.

Dimensions: 99 × 85 × 58.5mm

Weight: 367g

Temperature range: -40°C to +85°C

GSM modem: Siemens

RF Beacon: 433/434 Mhz

Telephone:+44 (0)1926 863630
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Millions of £’s 
worth of assets have 

successfully been recovered
every year by SURE-TRACK.

FACT: 91% of stolen assets 
WE TRACK and LOCATE
within 9 hours.
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